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Les Escales

Domaine français
The only true voyage of discovery, as Proust wrote in The Prisoner « would
be not to visit strange lands but to possess other eyes, to behold the universe

through the eyes of another, of a hundred others ». To possess other eyes to
enter the secret lives of men and women like us, in any place or time: this
is the challenge taken on by our new imprint, Les Escales, under which the
first authors to be published are Carl Aderhold, Vincent Engel, Diane
Peylin, Dominique Fortier and Jérôme Chantreau.
From the tremors of History to somber family secrets Les Escales recounts
modern odysseys in dazzling prose, unveiling lands of dream and escape.

DOMAINE FRANÇAIS

DOMAINE FRANÇAIS

The Doorway to Heaven
dominique fortier
256 pages | January 2017

As the American Civil War rages, two little girls who have nothing in
common, two fates will intertwine.

In the heart of Louisiana and

thread of sewing, the thread of

its cotton plantations, two little

writing.

girls grow up together. Yet their
lives are diametrically opposed.

Like a cross between a dream and

Eleanor is white, and the daughter

actual history, Dominique Fortier

of a doctor; Eve is a mulatto, and

portrays a legendary America that

the daughter of a slave. Each is the

is tearing itself apart – the better to

other’s shadow, both suffer a fate

reinvent itself, and powerfully poses

they didn’t choose. Their lives will

the question of freedom.

be filled with murmurs, forbidden
desires, back roads and byroads.
But above all, there will be the hue
and cry of a war in which brother
will fight brother beneath two starspangled banners.
Further east, in Alabama, women
will spend their lives sewing
together small squares of cloth.
Modern Penelopes waiting for their
husbands, fathers, sons to come
like the United States: a patchwork
held together by a thread – the
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back from the war. Their quilts are
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Dominique Fortier was born
in Quebec and now lives in
Outremont (Montreal). After a
doctorate in French literature
from McGill University, she
has worked, most notably, as a
translator. Her first novel, Du
bon usage des étoiles (“On the
Proper Use of Stars” 2008 and
translated in English language
in 2010), won the “Gens de
Mer” Prize from the Étonnants
voyageurs festival in Saint
Malo, France. Since then, she
has written Les Larmes de Saint
Laurent (“St. Laurent’s Tears”)
and, with Nicolas Dickner,
Révolutions. La Porte du ciel is
her third novel..
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la femme qui ment
hervé bel
roman

The Lying Woman
hervé bel
300 pages | October 2017

One day, Sophie, 43, decides to pretend she’s pregnant. To her boss,
her relatives and above all, her lover...

DOMAINE FRANÇAIS

DOMAINE FRANÇAIS

Sophie is 43. She lives in Paris with

lead to making one for real? What

Alain, but doesn’t have children.

she doesn’t know is that Alain can’t

Every day, she takes the train to

have children.

work at La Défense, the high-rise

As the web of her lies gradually

office-tower district just west of

tightens around her, Sophie’s past

Paris. She’s supposed to be efficient,

unfolds: her childhood, her youth

fast, modern and productive. She

in the suburbs, at the foot of the

applies herself. But the cadence is

skyscrapers of La Défense that

frenetic, she feels like she’s at the

gradually emerged from the earth.

end of a cycle. At 43, she’s going to

Like the bars of her future prison.

be old soon.

With this, his third novel, Hervé

One day, exhausted, feeling

Bel has produced a magnificent

cornered by her boss who’s

portrait of a woman who asks

criticizing her for handling a case

timeless questions about the body,

poorly, she lies. Says she’s pregnant.

motherhood and yearning for

It’s the first step in a long chain

freedom.

of events, a complex defense
mechanism that will, briefly, make
her daily life kinder, gentler, easier
to bear. Elated, Sophie decides to
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lie to Alain, too. Could convincing
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him that she’s expecting a baby

Hervé Bel divides his time
between Paris and Normandy.
His previous books are: La
Nuit du Vjod (“The Night of the
Vjod”, JC Lattès, 2010, Prix du
Premier Roman Edmée de la
Rochefoucauld), and Les Choix
Secrets (“Secret Choices”,
JC Lattès, 2012). With La
Femme qui ment, he presents
a powerful novel of female
emancipation.

Running through the Snow
fabrice tassel
240 pages | February 2017

He’s 42, married, has two chidren and works as a cook. Suddenly,
being fired, he decides to set back to his mother’s house...

He’s a husband and a father. A

Doesn’t man’s very nature reside in

chef, too: the perfect job for a man

movement?

like him, who loves to welcome
guests to his table, and to bring

Like an anti-Odyssey, this subtle

out the taste and flavor of food.

novel explores the temptation of

But times are tough. For a summer,

running back to the womb, and the

perhaps the time he will need to

difficult passage to adulthood, with

take stock of his life, the narrator

great humanity.

has to go live with his mother.
Alone. He’s 42 years old. Summer
passes, the man stays.
In the beginning, the mother is
thrilled. She has her beloved son –
and the impassioned conversations
and fabulous meals he is so fond
of – back. But her pleasure gradually
turns into concern. Her child has
lost his ambition, he’s getting
bogged down, treading water, not
going anywhere. As snow covers
there. The mother starts to wonder.
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the countryside, her son is still
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Fabrice Tassel lives and
works in Paris. He is also
the author of Déraison d’État
(“State Fallacy”, Denoël, 2012).
with Courir dans la neige, he
has signed a vibrant novel
about filiation.
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Smoke and Mirrors
vincent engel
512 pages | May 2016

8 000 COPIES SOLD!
From Venice to San Francisco, passing by Milan and New York, the
destinies of characters driven by their thirst for revenge, at all costs:
happiness, peace, in spite of their lives.

In their attempts to play God,

One night, around the corner of

« Retour à Montechiarro

taunted men seek revenge. Can one

a shady street, Wolfgang appears

impresses as much for the

ever alter his destiny?

like a bolt from the blue. He will fall

perfection of the reconstruction of

Geneva,1849. The young Atanasio,

in love with Alba. Between them

events and decors as for the scope

fresh from his Tuscan village,

however, there will be less adultery

of its generous narrative »

learns about the death of his

than crime.

| L’Express

forever mentor and protector, Don

His previous novel, “Retour à

Carlo. He is given a sealed letter

Montechiarro”, sold to more than

« The talent of Vincent Engel

by his attorney, together with five

100 000 copies!

orchestrating - on more than 700

portraits: that of three women and

pages - lives in turmoils, tying

two men. The legacy of a father to

a net of intimate resonances

his ignoring son. A legacy that soon

between them is admirable »

becomes a mission: avenge Don

| La Croix

Carlo’s death, and kill the ones who
poisoned his existence.
Venice,1800. As the Grand Canal
rumbles, a child is born in a
decaying palace: Alba. Dazzling and
wild, she grows up mocking men
and morale alike. A life she refuses
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to give up marrying the prince
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Giancalro Malcessati, alias Don
Carlo.

Vincent Engel lives near
Brussels. He authored twenty
books including Retour à
Montechiarro (Fayard, 2001,
prix Rossel des jeunes et prix
des Libraires du Livre de
Poche). He is a playwright
as well as a screenwriter, a
frequent contributor to the
Cirque du Soleil, and to the
newspaper, Le Soir. He teaches
in Brussels and at Louvain-laNeuve University.

Before the Birth of the Forest
jérôme chantreau
224 pages | September 2016

7 000 COPIES SOLD!
When his mother dies, Albert, 40, leaves everything to enter the house
of his mother, haunted by the past and surrounded by a thick forest...

It is the story of an impossible

sounds. In the old wing of the

« A novel as strange and talented

mourning—the face to face

mansion, the walls are singing…

as that of Marlen Haushofer The

between a man and the forest of his

They are echoing the past; a family

Wall»

family’s secrets.

myth recounted that an hermit

| Le Monde des livres

Married to a cute redhead, the

roamed in the forest. Memories are

happy father of a little girl, Albert

slowly coming back to the surface,

lives peaceful at the last stop of

and with them, the secrets of a

the Parisian RER. One day, as he

mother that only her son could hear.

lounges in bed with his wife, the
phone rings. He does not pick up,
the answering machine goes off
soon after: his mother died.
Disoriented, Albert decides to
reevaluate, and locks himself away
with his mother’s urn in the family
propriety in Mayenne, a mansion
in the middle of the forest. He is
obsessed with finding the perfect
song for the funeral—a song that
will say to all, and better than
anybody, who was his mother, a
One night, he is awoken by peculiar
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sensible and independent woman.
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After a parisian childhood,
studies of literature, and an
aborted career in journalism,
Jérôme Chantreau started
an equestrian center. He learnt
silviculture in order to exploit
the forest adjacent to his family
mansion. He is now a literature
teacher, and lives in the South
West of France. Avant que
naisse la forêt is his first novel.
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Editions Plon
In 1852, Henri Plon and his two brothers founded éditions Plon, and were
awarded the title of Imprimeur de l’Empereur (Emperor’s publisher). They
published the correspondence of Louis XIII, Marie Antoinette and
Napoleon I.
PLON is a leader in France in the field of the political, economy and societal
documents. Its prestigious collections count authors such as Claude LéviStrauss or Simone Weil, and the works of several French Presidents
such as the General de Gaulle, Georges Pompidou, Valéry Giscard
d’Estaing or François Mitterrand, as well as titles from women around
them, Claude Pompidou, Bernadette Chirac and more recently,
Geneviève De Gaulle-Anthonioz. PLON belongs to Editis—the 2nd
publishing company in France—and to the Spanish group Planeta.
PLON’s literature is also famous for the launching of several writers such as
Karine Tuil, Leonora Miano, Ingrid Desjours.
Samuel Benchetrit, Harold Cobert, David Foenkinos as well as
Amanda Sthers have also been published by Plon.

Autobiography of a Zucchini
gilles paris
224 pages | October 2016

200 000 COPIES SOLD!
A new edition of the novel for the release of the animated film, a hit at
the most recent Cannes Film Festival!
3rd in the international press’s list of best films at the 2016 Cannes
Film Festival and on Oscars longlist.
Zucchini’s mother dies and he has to start a new life in a children
home... He’ll find a new family there and happiness.

“Ever since I was little, I’ve wanted

So begins the story of Zucchini, a

to kill the sky, because Mom is

nine-year-old boy, who, instead of

always saying stuff like, ‘The sky,

managing to kill the sky, kills his

my Zucchini, is as big as it is to

own mother by accident. Placed

remind us how little we are be-

in a foster home, he learns about

neath it.’ ‘Life is like a gray sky

friendship and young love. With

with all those stupid clouds that

both side-splitting laughter and a

piss misery down on us.’ ‘Men all

few tears, naivety and emotion, a

have their head in the clouds: they

novel about learning about life.”

should stay there, like your jerk of
a father, who flew away with some
bird.’ Sometimes, Mom talks total
nonsense.
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Translations — Germany (Knaus) | China (People’s Literature
Publ. House) | Korea (Yolimwom Publishing Co.) | Spain (Maeva
Ediciones) | Italy (Edizioni Piemme S.p.A) | Japan (Popular
Publishing Co. Ltd.) | Lithuana (Alma Littera Company Limited) |
Poland (Swiat) | Czech Republic (Baobab) | Greece (Diamantis).

Born in the suburbs of Paris in
1959, Gilles Paris has been
working in communication
and event-planning for over
20 years. His first novel, Papa
et maman sont morts (Mom
and Dad are Dead), came out
in 1991. It was followed by
Autobiographie d’une Courgette
(Autobiography of a Zucchini,
2002); Au pays des kangourous
(In the Land of Kangaroos,
2012), which won several
literary prizes, and L’été des
lucioles (The Firefly Summer,
2014).
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The Night with my Wife
samuel benchetrit
176 pages | September 2016

27 000 COPIES SOLD!
Inspired by his love for Marie, this moving novel is dedicated to their
son, Jules. Benchetrit awaited his son 18th birthday to unveil this
terrible side of their life «without her».

For a night, the narrator is

«The most intimate novel by

haunted by his deceased wife,

Samuel Benchetrit yet, carried

molested to death by another man.

along by his singular pen, made of

As they converse, he takes her on a

urban and though poetry»

journey through the Parisian streets.

| Le Figaro Littéraire

While they revisit the landmarks
of their love and heartbreaks, he
summons, along intense pages,
the wounds and joys of their tragic
destiny, their marvelous son, and
the difficulty of living without her.
A passionate and poetical inner
journey.
A strong and evocative novel, which
does not bypass any subject and
draws up the portrait of a madly
loved woman.
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Translation — Taiwan (Locus
Publishing Company)
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Samuel Benchetrit is a
writer, a copywriter, a producer
and a director. His former
works include Chroniques de
l’asphalte, Le Coeur en dehors
and Chien..

The chickadee and the ogress
harold cobert
425 pages | August 2016

7 000 COPIES SOLD!
A race against the clock to catch a serial killer, girl rapist.
Based on a true story, this investigation shows the incredible fierceness
of a policeman who never gave up.

June 26, 2003. « The ogre of the

examined: was she a victim or a

Ardennes », Michel Fourniret, is

partner in crime? Instrument or

arrested in Belgium.

evil brain? Chickadee or Ogress ?

June 22, 2004. After a year of

Firmly backed up by the

questioning, his spouse, Monique

investigation files and fueled by

Olivier - whom he calls his

interviews

“chickadee” - unveils a significant

with experts, it benefited from the

portion of her husband’s criminal

insight of the police chief who

record, at the very moment

led the case.

when, lacking evidence, the
Belgium police was about to
release him. He is sentenced to
life imprisonment, and Monique
Olivier - accused of duplicity and
of information witholding - is
sentenced to perpetuity with 28
years of mandatory jail term.
Diving at the heart of absolute
evil, this fictional investigation
alternates viewpoints, that of
the police chief and of Monique
For the first time, the enigma is
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Olivier herself.
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Harold Cobert is the
author of numerous novels,
including Un hiver avec
Baudelaire, L’Entrevue de
Saint-Cloud (Éditions Héloïse
d’Ormesson) and Jim (Plon,
2014) translated in many
countries.
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Too Much Light
marinette lévy
240 pages | January 2017

An unrivaled star, Léo Rivière has it all – so why doesn’t she care
about anything any more? An unusual exploration of burn-out and a
magnificent portrait of a woman.
Léo Rivière has it all. Success,

of her own system. Due to the

friends, money, passion and

violence of this surprisingly acute

concerts selling out by the day...

personal crisis, she can no longer

But as she is about to leave to tour

slip into her star costume, so she

the country, everything is getting to

has no choice but to confront the

her, shaking her up and oppressing

unknown. The mystery whose roots

her. No matter how good her work

are within herself.

ethic is, no matter how much
positive energy she can draw from
the thought of all the concerts
coming up, no matter how hard she
tries to keep things at arm’s length
and fake her usual sense of ease,
something is dragging her down.
She lost a close friend not long
ago. And just before the start of the
tour, visiting a sick girl in a hospital
upset her even more. What if she
just didn’t care about anything any
more?
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Haunted, disgusted by her entire
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life, and suddenly fragile on stage,
Léo is running p against the limits

Marinette Lévy writes for
audiovisual, the theatre and for
Cosmopolitan magazine. Entre
l’arbre et l’écorce (Between the
Tree and the Bark) is her first
novel.

KO Standing
mahault mollaret
192 pages | January 2017

As long as you know your own end, it might as well do other people
some good, right? And who better than your best friend, sweet
Ramon, so battered by life? A whimsical, hard-rocking, inspired ode
to friendship and self-sacrifice.
“I’m going to die when I’m 27.

house, I’ve been waiting for him.

I have decided that, integrated it,

Today’s the big day. They’ve said

come to terms with it. Soon enough

he’s ready for a a parole test. Two

to make it impossible to back out of.

weeks without getting into trouble,

In order to achieve my goal without

and my pal will finally be free to

rocking the boat, I have established

start his life. And I, to end mine,

strict rules for myself: don’t get

confident that nothing else can

attached, to anything or anyone.

mess it up.

At age 8, Ramon landed in my life.

As long as you know your own end,

Exception. You had to see him to

it might as well do other people

believe him. He would apologize

some good, right?”

to his chair before sitting on it,
stroked Fiat Multiplas because
he felt sorry for them because of
the bump on their hoods… What a
mess that kid was. Orphan. Father
unknown. Mother knocked off by
her boyfriend. Ramon was the best
of us all. Gentleness incarnate. But
behind all that tenderness, he was
chomping at the bit. Ten years later,
since they locked him up in the nut
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he wound up blowing a fuse. Ever

Mahault Mollaret works
in film. KO Debout is her first
novel.
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Which of Us Is Crazier?
hélène risser
256 pages | January 2017

Fascinated by the politician Noémie Leblond, a female journalist
decides to investigate. A subtle double portrait of two women, full of
echoes, that explores women’s role in society today.
Noémie Leblond, a natural
politician aiming for a presidential
bid, is very intriguing. It doesn’t
seem like anything could stop her
inevitable rise.
A woman in a man’s world, she
seems to overcome every hurdle
– seduction, ambition, power,
motherhood – without breaking a
sweat.
When a woman journalist decides
to investigate Leblond, she gets
drawn into a fascination that goes
well beyond the professional stakes,
and takes root in her own fragility,
her own childhood.
A subtle double portrait of two
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women, full of echoes.
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A journalist on Public Sénat,
Hélène Risser has written two
novels, Une enquête amoureuse
(“A Loving Investigation”,
Lattès, 2009) and Les amants
spéculatifs (“Speculative
Lovers”, Lattès, 2014) and
several essays about politics
and the media.

Kurt
laurent-david samama
208 pages | january 2017

Imagine if Kurt Cobain had poured himself out to his camcorder just
before he died...

1994. Kurt Cobain, the iconic lead

to his passion for Courtney Love,

singer of Nirvana, can’t go on. He’s

just before his death, Kurt pours it

ready to join the legendary 27 Club,

all out in front of the camera.

and is destroying himself a little

From nearly delirious outbursts

more each day. He’s tried shrinks,

to soothing incursions into his

but in vain. There’s no cure for what

gentler moments, the grunge icon is

he’s got.

revealed in a new light.

It is the 90s, when video is

An informed, inventive and

everywhere and TV is a star-making

thoughtful first novel by a child of

machine. Cobain, who understands

the 90s.

the power of images and dreams
of being a complete artist, decides
to confide his distress, solitude and
need to talk to a camcorder.
From his disdain for “eMptyTV” to
his fascination for the immaculate,
his flawless lucidity about
America’s reality to his nostalgia
for lost innocence, from the
earliest beginnings of grunge to
the triumph of Nevermind, which
of poverty, from his heroin addiction
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yanked Cobain and his acolytes out

Laurent-David Samama
is a journalist at Les Inrocks,
L’Optimum, La Règle du jeu. Kurt
is his first novel.
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The Indian woman & the Cardinal
denis lepée
336 pages | March 2017

Between political intrigues and seduction, the powerful Cardinal
Richelieu and the mysterious marquise of Rivière Sainte-Anne, from
Quebec, play fast and loose with both their own futures and the
kingdom’s. Games of love and power in 17th-century France.
Paris, 1630. The beautiful and
mysterious marquise of Rivière
Sainte-Anne, recently arrived in
Paris from Quebec, in the colonies
of New France, has attracted
everyone’s attention with the lavish
parties she throws.
She even catches the eye of
Cardinal Richelieu, the all-powerful
First Minister, for whom the New
World is a hot political topic. The
two of them eye each other carefully
before starting a passionate,
complex relationship in which
neither one lays all their cards on
the table. In the meantime, Paris
– where the splendors of the court
exist alongside crushing poverty
– is shaken by a series of unsolved
murders and by extremely violent
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political plots and confrontations.
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In this dangerous game of
freedom and desire, vengeance
and ambition, they each risk their
own lives and futures… and the
kingdom’s as well.

A specialist in history,
philosophy and political
science, Denis Lépée has
written five novels . All
of which also came out in
paperback (Pocket) and have
been translated in many
countries.

Cliff Dizzy
gilles paris
240 pages | April 2017

After his best-selling Autobiography of a Zucchini, Gilles Paris’s
latest novel features Marnie, a sassy teen; her mother, Rose and her
grandmother, Olivia: three women with strong personalities. A story
in which nothing is what it seems, and masks fall one by one. Could
one person know all of the family’s secrets without anyone’s realizing
it?
Olivia and Aristide de Mortemer,

island, Marnie, a sassy teen; her

who are so admired on the Island?

mother, Rose, who is unwell; and

Why did Luc de Mortemer grow

her grandmother, Olivia, live in a

away from his wife, Rose, who he

glass-and-steel house perched atop

loved so dearly? What ties connect

a cliff. Glass, the house, was built by

Doctor Géraud and Olivia, who have

Marnie’s grandfather, Aristide, who

known each other since childhood?

died of a heart attack. When the

Why is Marnie so attached to Jane,

story begins, Marnie and Olivia are

Prudence’s blind daughter? And

at the funeral of Luc de Mortemer,

what is Prudence hiding behind

the girl’s father, who died in a car

her ladylike air? Like the glass-and-

accident. Not far from their glass

steel house and the storms that rage

house live Prudence, the caretaker,

over the the Island, no one is as

and her blind daughter, Jane. All

transparent – or as tough – as they

the men are dead; only the women

first seem. A tale in which nothing

are there to relate both the past

is what it seems, and masks fall one

and the present. But a teenaged

by one. The emotional complexity

boy, Vincy, develops a crush on

gradually unravels the strands of

Marnie and convinces her to come

this extraordinary tale. From the

to the mainland. In this novel with

grassy meadows to the paths by

multiple narrators, in which all the

the sea, nature shows itself to be as

characters – including a priest, a

cruel as the long-buried truth. Could

doctor, a florist, a hairdresser and

one person know all of the family’s

many more – speak in the first

secrets without anyone realizing it?

person, we soon become aware of
façade of the most powerful family
on the Island. Appearances can be
misleading, and Olivia and Marnie
have a tendency to embellish the
truth. What is the secret that binds
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the cracks in the seemingly smooth

Born in the suburbs of Paris in
1959, Gilles Paris has been
working in communication
and event-planning for over
20 years. His first novel, Papa
et maman sont morts (Mom
and Dad are Dead), came out
in 1991. It was followed by
Autobiographie d’une Courgette
(Autobiography of a Zucchini,
2002); Au pays des kangourous
(In the Land of Kangaroos,
2012), which won several
literary prizes, and L’été des
lucioles (The Firefly Summer,
2014).
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On a wild and almost deserted
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The Judge
christophe lambert
288 pages | June 2015

15 000 COPIES SOLD !

In jail for avenging the murder of his wife and daughter, Christophe
Keller studies to become a lawyer, then sets out relentlessly to hunt
down evildoers.
Convicted for taking revenge on

is this elusive avenger? The media

the men who murdered his wife

want to know. The police try to stop

and daughter, Christophe Keller

him: no one has the right to take

studies law in prison. Realizing how

the law into his own hands. But the

often the legal system is flawed

Judge is wily, with an infuriating

or powerless, Keller turns into a

knack for slipping through their net.

bringer of justice, settling conflicts

Then one day a woman tips him off

among his fellow inmates using

about all the corruption in the city,

his rare charisma and exceptional

making a mockery of law and order.

physical strength.

Now both organized crime and the

When he comes out, he decides to

police are after the Judge. Only one

become “The Judge”.

way out: attack.

He walks the streets, stalking
villains and righting wrongs.
It all starts with an incident in
the subway. He stops a gang of
delinquents from attacking a
woman. When the brief fight is over,
he forces the last surviving thug to
transmit his message: “The Judge is
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here”. Keller then disappears behind
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his mysterious vigilante role. Who

This is the second novel
written by Christophe Lambert,
actor who starred in Greystoke
and Subway. His first, La fille
porte-bonheur (The girl who
brings luck) was well-received
(15,000 copies sold).

Her Life through the Eyes of a Doll
ingrid desjours
336 pages | March 2013

30 000 copies sold!

A close cousin to Dorian Gray, Barbara’s answer to the murderous
psychosis that has possessed her is to place her life in the hands of a
porcelain doll.
At twenty-four, Barbara has

scars than Frankenstein’s. He is the

forgotten the horror she lived

first one to perceive the connection

through one winter evening in a

between the little aesthetician and

deserted park. And yet, she did not

the monster who tortures men at

return unaccompanied from that

nightfall. Ready to do anything

incursion to the heart of pain and

to catch her in the act, he will not

terror, bringing with her a vision, a

hesitate to run roughshod over

tenacious hallucination that appears

the rules to stop the escalation of

in glimpses in the bits and pieces

violence.

of her nightmares. The young

But during the investigation, he

woman cannot escape from this

realizes that Barbara may not

image. Haunted, obsessed, she is

necessarily be the one controlling

compelled by an undying thirst for

her madness, and that others close

vengeance she transfers to the doll

to her may benefit from its ongoing

she has just bought.

consequences. And that he must

And that is how the sweet and

save her too.

unassuming Barbara is gradually
possessed by an evil double
who commits the most hideous
atrocities in her name.
Close on her heels is Marc Percolès,
whose body and soul have more
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Born in 1976, Ingrid
Desjours is a psychologist
who specializes in psychocriminology. Having practiced
in Belgium, where she worked
with sex offenders, today she
is a novelist and screenwriter.
Her previous works are Echo
and Potens (Plon, 2009 and
2010), both well received by
critics and the public.
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a provocative and all-knowing cop
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Sang Neuf

A New Crime-Fiction Collection
“It is not a very fragrant world, but it is the world you live in,” one of the

masters of crime-fiction, Raymond Chandler, wrote in 1950 in The Simple
Art of Murder. Here is what this new collection offers: an exciting escape
into a reality that is more noir than you thought. A fictitious journey of
discovery of a world that is darker than you would have guessed.
Our authors are the eyewitnesses of a society that is ever tougher, more
threatening and ore violent. Crime reveals that. Our novels will explore
the cracks in history, politics and current events. Every layer of society will
be sounded, every social class will confess its sins, every contemporary
phenomenon will be dissected. Mass surveillance, the music industry,
battle zones, reality TV, geopolitics, unemployment, sports: nothing will be
out of bounds.
Our credo: we believe in genre literature that sheds light on the darkest
corners of reality. Our modus operandi: noir fiction, crime fiction, police
procedurals, thrillers and more, all written by French or French-speaking
authors for escapism and learning the truth at the same time. Because we’re
sure of one thing: in order to grasp today’s world, you have to read noir.

No Harm in Waiting
janis otsiemi
216 pages | March 2017

Jean-Marc became a policeman to revenge the assassination of his
mother. Corruption, Gabon, revenge: an explosive cocktail to launch
this new series at Plon ‘‘Sang Neuf’’.

Jean-Marc is a Gabonese police

arrives, he cleans the streets of

officer with the Libreville Security

Libreville of thugs, rapists, corrupt

Force. At age 12, he lost his mother

politicians and Rwandese genocide

and sister in a traffic accident. The

perpetrators in hiding...

driver, the son of a government
minister at the time, was neither
investigated nor prosecuted. JeanMarc became a policeman because
of that. Fed up with the corruption
at the criminal-investigation
department, and of all the murder,
rape and disappearances, he asked
to be transferred to Libreville’s
force... Not that it’s any less corrupt,
but it provides better cover for the
revenge he is plotting, and that
gets him out of bed in the morning.
Every evening, he stops in front
of the villa of the man who killed
his mother and his sister, awaiting
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the day when he will swoop down
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on him like a bird of prey. Until
that day of ultimate revenge

Janis Otsiemi is a critically
acclaimed Gabonese author:
“the writer who is making
babies with the French
language”, Libération; “the
emergence of gender fiction in
Africa,” Marianne; “fireworks,”
Le Point; “delectable, inventive
writing; urban poetry that
examines Gabonese society,”
Le Monde; “the king of
Gabonese crime fiction,”
Etonnants Voyageurs Festival,
etc.

Nostalgia
cédric fabre
xxx pages | April 2017

Marseille. Nowadays.
Strange battles occur on the sidelines of political meetings.
Destabilization attempts or new kinds of demonstrations?

Welcome to Marseille, where

contemporary French version of

something strange is happening.

Fight Club. Noir that makes you

Every time an elected official tries to

think, that asks questions about the

make a speech, a horde of activists

state of the world – and our political

prevents it by starting a brawl.

systems – today, and that also points

These «fighting-flashmobs» want to

out the worst, darkest aspects of the

denounce the politicians’ hypocrisy.

omnipresent media.

Several men are pulling the strings
on these happenings, and their
lives and reasons for doing so are
actually quite different. A very upto-date theme for a novel as edgy
as a slap in the face… With this
book, Fabre offers readers a modern
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Cédric Fabre, journalist, has
written several crime-fiction
novels, including Marseille’s
Burning (La Manufacture). He
recently edited the Marseille
Noir anthology (Asphalte
éditions).
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